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When we think of abundance, we imagine economic prosperity, riches, possessions, absence of any 
material need; the truth is that we rarely associate it with virtues, values, or principles.

When I think of abundance, I am reminded of the cities in the lowlands of Jordan, including Sodom and 
Gomorrah. This land was beautiful, lush, fruitful, and so beautiful that in Genesis 13:10 it is compared to 
the garden of Jehovah or the Garden of Eden.  It was the best land, and one could live there comfortably 
and contentedly.  But abundance gave rise to ostentation and pride. It is sad, but material riches and 
the absence of need can harden the heart of a man who has not suffered hardships.  Ezekiel 16: 49-50 
says, ‘Now this was the sin of your sister Sodom: She and her daughters were arrogant, overfed and 
unconcerned; they did not help the poor and needy. They were haughty and did detestable things before 
me. Therefore I did away with them as you have seen”

What man most desires and seeks is abundance in material wealth, self-indulgence, idleness, 
amusements, temporary and momentary delights that lead to focus on useless and harmful 
things like vices, idleness and wasting time in any non-productive activity, which weakens 
the mind and allows the entry of non-beneficial, corrupt, base and unbridled thoughts.

Sodom and Gomorrah, having an abundance of bread and idleness, saw no 
need for anything spiritually significant. Satan took advantage of that 
opportunity to enter into their misguided minds, weakened by their 
bad habits and customs, and plunged them to their utter loss.

Now, what should be the focus of our abundance?  
A well-known text from the Bible tells us: 
“But seek first his kingdom and his 

ABUNDANCE...  WHAT IS YOUR
      FOCUS?
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righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well. “(Matthew 6:33).  This indicates that 
our focus should be on the kingdom of God, we should make God our priority.  1 Timothy 6:17-19 
says: “Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put their hope in 
wealth, which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for 
our enjoyment. Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous and willing to 
share. In this way they will lay up treasure for themselves as a firm foundation for the coming age, so 
that they may take hold of that which is life indeed.”

God’s sole and greatest purpose for our lives is salvation; it is not to give us things on this earth, although 
he does that too; he provides and sustains his children, however, his objective goes beyond what is 
temporal, palpable and earthly.  He wants to give us an inheritance, not in this fleeting world, but rather 
an eternal inheritance that we will only attain by loving him, above all. From this, our good deeds and 
love for our neighbor will arise and manifest themselves naturally and genuinely, and in this way we will 
abound and overabound in what is priceless and non-perishable.

Change your focus from material abundance to a focus on spiritual abundance. This will bring peace 
and happiness into your life, even in times of trouble!  May the sin of the cities of the lowlands of Jordan 
not touch your life, and if it is doing so, do not allow it to deepen any further for it will surely only bring 
destruction and death. 

May your time be devoted to the one who provides everything, our sovereign God. We only find abundant 
and eternal life with Christ in our hearts. Make Him your priority because He desires to give you the 
greatest treasure, salvation. 

Tania Rodríguez; MM and SIEMA Director,  
Caribe Colombian Conference, Northern 

Colombian Union.
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When we speak of the word worship perhaps 
the first thought that comes to our mind is God. 
Although there are many synonyms, mostly used 
to express a feeling towards people, our instinct 
leads us to think that this word relates mostly to 
a Creator, Sustainer, Redeemer and overflowing 
with love for the human race; a humanity that, 
although sometimes forgets to pay tribute to God, 
continues to receive heavenly blessings. 

MEANING

To worship means to have a high degree of 
reverence and respect for a being considered 
divine. It implies worship and performing actions 
that demonstrate compliance with standards that 
allude to the being who is worshipped. On the other 
hand, there is also the verb “to venerate”, whose 
meaning invites respect in the highest degree to 
someone for his holiness, dignity or great virtues. 
It also alludes to giving worship to what is holy, 
to sacred things and also to God. However, given 

the contrasting meanings of the two words, we 
can deduce that any person, thing or place is 
venerated, but only God is worshipped.

The worship of God is a legacy that has 
transcended from generation to generation, from 
biblical times to our own. At that time, it was clear 
to every family that God was the only one worthy 
of our reverence and respect. In both the Old and 
New Testaments, we see reflected the intention to 
establish that only God would be eternally worthy 
of our worship. As parents, we are to carry on 
that legacy. The children of this age are growing 
up in a society where every day there are new 
ways to extinguish the belief in God, and on the 
contrary, profess religious independence, without 
accountability or reason for their actions, because 
according to the media, no matter who or what 
you believe in, the important thing is to be happy 
and enjoy life. Considering the above concept, 
questions arise such as: Do I teach my children to 
worship or adore God? Is what I ask them to do to 
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worship God consistent with what they see me do? 
If I were to die today, would my children carry on 
that legacy of continuing to worship God, or would 
they fall away completely by not having someone 
to impose spirituality on them?

TEACH THEM TO OBEY

A son who obeys his parents will obey his teachers, 
his superiors, but above all he will obey God. One 
day God asked Abraham something: “...Take your 
son, your only son, whom you love—Isaac—and go 
to the region of Moriah. Sacrifice him there as a 
burnt offering on a mountain I will show you.” (Gen. 
22:2). Such a sacrifice was an act of worship, but 
above all, the evidence that the self-sacrificing 
father would do the will of God. There were the 
indications of what he was to do: time, place, 
manner. And so, Abraham did. To obey implies 
doing God’s will in his way and not our own. When 
my children see that I obey God, fully complying 
with what He asks of me, that same example will 
be the entrance for them to obey and then, that act 
will be the opportunity for true worship based on 
obedience. I obey, they obey.

WORSHIP THROUGH RESPECT

In view of Moses’ delay in coming down from the 
mountain, the people of Israel asked for gods to 
be made for them to worship, resulting in a golden 
calf to which they worshipped, burnt offerings and 
gave offerings. They ate, drank, and rejoiced before 
it (Exodus 32). What disrespect!  It was common 
for God’s people in ancient Israel to suddenly 
turn away from the worship of God and dishonor 
His name by making other gods, ignoring all that 
they had received from Him for their welfare. How 
important it is then to serve Jehovah in the way 
Psalm 100 describes: with joy, rejoicing, recognizing 
that He made us, we are His people, and His mercy 
endures forever. How can we not respect a Being 
who gave everything for and continues to offer us 
his grace, despite our mistakes? Respecting God 
involves not only the act of worshipping him, but 
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also being firm in denouncing what is not done 
right. When Moses encountered a tremendous 
feast, he immediately knew it was wrong, and he 
manifested it by throwing away and breaking the 
tablets of the law. For him such an act of worship 
was not right and he did not hesitate to manifest it.

Teaching children to respect God involves showing 
them the difference between right and wrong, holy 
and unholy. When this difference is not evident, it 
will be the same for children to worship or not 
to worship, to comply or not to comply. But even 
more, if as a parent I do not show that respect for 
God, giving Him the place He deserves, my children 
will not have a guide to follow. If as a parent I 
respect God and earn the respect of my children, 
the precept and example will be the basis for them 
to continue the legacy of worshiping God through 
respect.

CONVICTION

To be certain that what I think or believe is the truth. 
That’s conviction. But sometimes it’s hard to stand 
firm in a world that thinks completely differently 
from us. And if it’s hard for adults, it’s especially 
hard for a child. They live every day the experience 
of not eating what others eat, not dressing the way 
others dress, and not talking the way others talk. It 
is therefore a challenge for parents to prevent the 
influence of non-believers from overshadowing 
the conviction of faith cultivated in their children.

Conviction is accompanied by determination. One 
day Elijah found himself in a critical situation. 
Apparently, he alone was left as a prophet of 
the Lord while Baal had four hundred and fifty 
prophets. However, Elijah did not hesitate to affirm 
and bring the people to their senses, “If the Lord is 
God, follow him; and if Baal, go after him” (1 Kings 
18:21). As parents, the best example of conviction 
we can give to our children is to be faithful, even 
when things are not going well; it is to sing in the 
midst of trial and not cease to assemble, even 
when half the people are against us. Finally, 
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Claudia Valderrama has two children, is 
a pastor’s wife, has a degree in elementary 
education, teaches in Adventist institutions 

and works in the Llanos Orientales 
Conference, South Colombia Union.

Elijah prayed, fire came down from heaven and 
the result was: “When all the people saw it, they 
fell down and said, ‘The Lord is God, the Lord is 
God’” (1 Kings 18:39). Surely the best result of our 
conviction and determination in proclaiming our 
truth is that our children, day by day, will have in 
their minds the certainty that Jehovah is God, the 
one worthy of our worship.

THE FINAL RESULT

The best legacy we can leave our children is the 
worship of God based on obedience, respect and 
conviction. This will be embodied in my children 
to the extent that I obey God’s will, respect Him 
and daily, with determination, decide to continue 
believing in Him. I give them the precept, but also 
the example. Worshipping God will then be a habit, 
a beautiful habit that will remain in our children, 
even though one day we will no longer be by their 
side. 

Many worship only by being present, just to follow 
a protocol. They follow norms and rules, perhaps 
out of habit. But more than worship. God asks of 
us true adoration, that which makes us feel closer 
every day to heaven. Certainly, we do not want to go 
there alone, our children will be the best company. 
In that heavenly realm and as a result of my 
example, my household and I, under the dazzling 
glory of God, will continue to proclaim: The Lord 
is our God! While that happens, let us continue the 
legacy of an abiding and royal worship to the King 
of Kings and Lord of Lords.

“Yet a time is coming and has now come when 
the true worshipers will worship the Father in 
the Spirit and in truth, for they are the kind of 
worshipers the Father seeks.” (John 4:23). 
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Jesus said peacemakers are so 
special that they will be called the 

children of God (Matthew 5:9)! It 
takes courage to be a peacemaker. 

Whenever you help people to sort 
out their arguments and be friends 
again, you are helping them to feel 

God’s love. The worship activities on 
the next few pages will help you to 
develop your secret peacemaking 

skills.

What are you fighting about?

Have you ever wondered what you 
fight about most? And how you 
could stop that fight next time 

around?

Here are some things people fight 
about. Add some other arguments 

you have with your friends and 
family. Then write down one thing 

you could do differently the next 
time to stop the fight from getting 

worse.

You can help people be friends again. 
Here’s how.
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WHAT WE FIGHT ABOUT:

Being asked to do something I don’t want to do.

When something seems unfair.

When someone messes with my stuff.

When someone says something I don’t like.

When we both want to go first.

WHAT I COULD TRY NEXT TIME:

REMEMBER THE POWER OF ONE!

It takes only one person to start a fight—and any selfish 
person can do that!

But it takes only one courageous, wise, and kind person to 
stop a fight! 

Which one do you want to be?

PEACE-GIFTS

Read Proverbs 18:16. Talk with your family about this 
verse. Has anyone ever given or received gifts to make up 
after an argument?

Think about the last argument you had. What nice thing 
could you do or what could you give to the other person to 
show that you want to be friends again? Draw your action 
or gift inside the heart shape.

PEACEMAKING ABIGAIL  
Read the story of Abigail in 1 Samuel 25. She prevented a 
big fight between her foolish husband and King David by 
giving peace-gifts.    

How much food did she give to David and his soldiers? 
Write the numbers below:
       loaves of bread
       bottles of wine (grape juice)
       sheep
       measures (seahs) of roasted corn
       clusters of raisins
       cakes of pressed figs
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BE A SECRET PEACEMAKER!

Here are some things you can do to have fewer arguments. Draw a heart around all the ideas you 
want to try. Color in the heart after you have tried the idea and it helped. 

• Ask the Holy Spirit to help you to be a peacemaker (Galatians 5:22).
• Do kind things for others as often as you can (Ephesians 4:32).
• Be strong and unselfish and let others go first (Luke 13:30).
• Talk to people kindly (Ephesians 4:29).
• Say encouraging things (1 Thessalonians 5:11).
• Don’t tease others or put them down (Romans 12:10).
• Smile! (Proverbs 17:22).
• Obey grownups quickly without complaining (Exodus 20:12; Philippians 2:14).
• Do something nice for another person (Romans 12:17-21; Matthew 5:43-45).
• Say “thank you” to other people as often as you can (1 Thessalonians 5:18).

LISTENING AND SPEAKING

Learn this great Bible verse to help you to be a peacemaker:
“Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak and slow to become angry” 
(James 1:19, NIV).

EVERYONE SHOULD BE QUICK TO LISTEN 

(Hold the bottom of your ears as if you are listening, and then run fast in one place.)

SLOW TO SPEAK

(Walk slowly in place, opening and shutting your hand slowly next to your mouth as an action for 
speaking.)

AND SLOW TO BECOME ANGRY (JAMES 1:19).

(Walk even more slowly in place. Say the words more and more quietly and slowly. When you say 
the word “angry,” jump up in the air and say it loudly.)

Practice this verse together with a family member and then talk about what it means. How does 
listening to other people help us to be good peacemakers?

THE LISTENING SECRET

One cool way to stop a shouting kind of argument is by putting James 1:19 into action and listening 
carefully to the other person. It sounds funny, but it can really work! Practice your good listening 
skills at home and see what happens!

• Listen to your friend. Let them know you’re really listening by repeating back to them what you
   heard. Say things like, “Let me just check that I’ve got that.” “So you’re saying that . . .” “OK, so
   when this happens you feel . . .? Is that right?”
• Find out more. Ask questions such as, “Tell me more about that so I can understand it better.”
• Help your friend calm down by saying things such as, “That sounds tough. I’m really sorry you’re
   so frustrated and upset.”
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• Do something kind: “Can I do anything to help you?”
• If you both want different things say, “OK, so you want this [describe what the person wants],
   and I want this [describe what you want]. How can we sort out our problem together?”

SORTING IT OUT

Here are some people in the Bible who disagreed, quarrelled, or stopped being friends with each 
other. Find out what they fought about. Then discover how they solved their problems and became 
friends again.

Abraham and Lot (Genesis 13)
Isaac’s wells (Genesis 26:12-33)
Jacob and Esau (Genesis 25; Genesis 27:1-46; Genesis 32, 33)
Joseph and his brothers (Genesis 37; Genesis 42-45)

• What do you like best about each of the stories? 
• What is the most important lesson in each story for you? 
• Which person in the story is most like you? 
• What can you learn about being a peacemaker from each of these stories?  

PRAYING FOR PEACE

• Look through a newspaper or search the Internet to find a country where currently there is a
   war or conflict. Find out all you can about this country and pray for peace. 
• If you know people who fight and argue a lot, pray for them too. Pray that they will find peaceful
   and kind ways to sort out their problems.
• Write your peace prayers on cardstock doves and hang them from a branch, or make a garland
   with them. Add Bible verses about peace too.

Karen Holford is a family therapist 
and director of the Family Ministries 
Department for the Trans-European 

Division of the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church.



13I’m in the waiting room, waiting for a miracle 
to appear, to come like a snap between 
my fingers; and then almost everything 
is real, even though I wish it wasn’t. I feel 
so overwhelmed, so heartbroken. Between 
pain and helplessness; I feel imprisoned, 
suffocated and weighed down from here to 
heaven.

I see the vast firmament and I ponder how wide 
can be the emptiness that a soul experiences 
when it blindly falls prey to an entanglement 
that has no beginning and no end; even if it 
makes movements and struggles to get out, 
it ends up getting even more entangled. And 
I am here, with a magnifying glass, observing 
how this soul gets entangled so easily and it 
pains me not to be able to do anything about 
it.

Impotence hurts, impotence limits and 
disarms you. It is like having an antidote 
without being able to save the one that is 
poisoned. The feeling that time doesn’t exist 
when my hands are empty, even though I have 
all the strength within me to “save her” and 
realize and accept this, I collapse and fear 
overwhelms me.

Fear of other people’s pain, yes, other people’s, 
but that I feel in my heart, those tears that I 
have seen shed together with mine, united in 
sadness; this feeling of anger and the taste of 
injustice that haunts my soul, alert me to the 
subtlety of our adversary.
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And, now that I see beyond this chaos and the ruins of a wife who 
every morning struggles without strength or motivation to face 
her day, whose mind tries to unravel her thoughts of defeat, 
who faces the reality of feeling miserable and worthless, that 
wife who is happy for others but not for herself, now a deep 
analysis occupies my thoughts, comes into my life as if to be 
more empathetic.

However, I confirm the respect she deserves: if I have not seen 
at least the size of her shoes, I should not allow myself to judge. 
Inside the doors of a home is another story, under the sheets 
of a couple’s intimacy is another story; and when the veil that 

hides the smell of pain is unveiled, then the broken soul with its 
internal wounds unravel.

“Homes we see, marriages we don’t know” very similar to the 
common saying “Faces we see, hearts we don’t know” and I dare to 

think you are analyzing your own experience. Like many. I learned that 
beyond the outward appearance, our God wants us to see with eyes of 
empathy and faith the soul of my brother, of my sister.

Our God wants us to embrace the pain of others with our 
prayers, those prayers that shake your inner self, to 

feel their misfortune, penetrating their emotional 
uncontrol; of course, without getting involved in 

the manipulation and Satan taking advantage 
of your vulnerability to sow in you, the same 
chaos. Learn not to let it affect you more than 
you can control; this is what I mean when I 
tell you that only by offering our intercessory 
prayers can we channel that pain and leave it 
in the hands of the One who heals the heart 
and binds up the wounds of the soul.

It was my turn, a few weeks ago, to enter that 
terrain, to walk beside her, to hold her hand, 
to cry with her, to feel her so overwhelmed, 
to hear her fearfully pleading with me, 
“Help!“. I made myself willing to listen 
to her while my whole being was stirred, 
wanting to fall apart amidst so much pain. 
I remained serene in her sight, but at the 
slightest opportunity, I collapsed into the 
arms of the Nazarene.

It was not my burden, that weight was not 
mine and I carried it; I don’t know if it was 
out of empathy, because of the family ties 
that unite us or out of my own free will, I 
don’t know. That weight hurt me so much, 
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it went deep. I wasn’t indifferent, I didn’t say: 
“It’s their problem, not mine”. I realized that 
if I don’t feel, I can’t see beyond the exterior, 
apparently happy.

That night I prayed worried and very sad; 
feeling what she was feeling made me pray 
one of the most genuine prayers I have ever 
uttered, a prayer with a taste of urgency, 
of fear. A desperate prayer that God would 
intervene in her life and that behind her door, 
the influence of His Spirit would be manifested.

As a pastor’s wife, I have remembered so 
many families, so many marriages, so many 
people “sitting” in our congregations, showing 
their best attire but wearing a mask to hide 
their reality. A simple greeting is not enough, a 
“happy Sabbath” does not solve an inner cry. In 
fact, years ago I gave up that common greeting 
and adopted a better one, much better for me: 
“Blessed Sabbath”. Let us be that blessing for 
others, but real and authentic; let us forget 
ourselves and put aside our own chaos - God 
will take care of it - and let us turn to others 
with respect for their pain, with empathy for 
their wounds.

And you will say to me: “But if they don’t trust 
us, Yessi, and don’t tell us their intimacies 
or problems, what can we do? “Faced with 
this question, which is not an excuse, let me 
ask you first: “Do you need confessions to be 
empathetic with someone? Every face that 
meets yours is a repository of hurt and pain, 
whether they tell you or not.”

Now Jesus longs for us to be his arms here 
on earth, to be his heart here on earth, to 
embrace with solidarity and selflessness each 
one of them, all in reality. It is called LOVE IN 
ACTION. The same love that heaven offers you 
without deserving it, the same love that has 
bandaged your wounds and healed your heart. 
Go and do the same!

Yessi de Guzmán; growing prose 
writer, passionate reader. Follower of 

Christ. Wife and mother. The Tom Thumb 
of America, El Salvador, my cradle.
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It became very fashionable in Latin America a few years ago. 

But more than a trend, it is an excellent option to replace animal 

products and have a plant-based diet. Among many of its properties 

are those of being an excellent source of energy, very rich in protein, 

rich in calcium, helps to reduce cholesterol and triglycerides, and to 

balance estrogen, among many other properties. So, let’s cook with 

tofu, also called soy cheese. You can get it in any supermarket or 

store where they sell products for those who eat a plant-based diet 

and you can buy it in different consistencies such as soft, firm or 

extra firm. Or, if you want to, you can make it at home and use it for 

the following recipes.

TOFU
IS HERE TO STAY
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INGREDIENTS:
• 1 ½ cups shredded or
   mashed extra-firm tofu
• 1 cup oatmeal (oat flakes
   ground in blender)
• 1 cooked and mashed potato
• 2 cooked and mashed
   carrots
• 2 cloves of garlic, finely
   chopped
• Salt and vegetable seasoning
   to taste
• Browning oil 

PREPARATION:
1. Add all the ingredients in a
   bowl
2. Stir well
3. Form the croquettes with
    your wet hands
4. Brown in a little oil or you
    can bake on an oiled griddle
    at 200°C/400°F for 20
    minutes turning each
    croquette after 10 minutes
    or until golden brown.
5. Serve with a generous
    green salad

TOFU CROQUETTES
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INGREDIENTS:

•  1 block of extra firm tofu cut into large cubes

• ½ cup lemon juice

• ¼ cup low-sodium soy sauce or aminos

• 3 seeded and cut into large cubes tomatoes

• 1 green bell pepper, cut into large cubes

• 1 yellow bell pepper, cut into large cubes

• 1 onion cut into large cubes

• 3 sticks of celery, coarsely chopped

• ½ cup of oil

• Garlic salt, paprika, onion powder and

   nutritional yeast, all to taste. 

• ½ cup of oil

• Skewer sticks

PREPARATION:

1. Mix the soy sauce or aminos with the

   lemon juice. Marinate the tofu cubes

   overnight.

2. The next day, soak the skewers in water.

3. Insert the tofu cubes, tomatoes, peppers,

   onion and celery onto the sticks, skewers

   to form the skewers.

4. Mix the oil with the garlic salt, paprika,

   onion powder and nutritional yeast.

5. Coat all the skewers with the oil mixture.

6. Place in a large skillet and allow to

   brown on all sides.

7. Serve with steamed brown rice

(To make the skewers you can use the 

vegetables that you like the most)

TOFU KEBABS OR SKEWERS
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INGREDIENTS:
• 1 cup crushed  soft tofu
• 2 ½ cups of whole wheat breadcrumbs (leftover
   bread that has been broken up with your
   hands)
• 1 cup of vegetable milk (soy, rice, coconut)
• 1 cup of agave, bee, or maple honey
• ½ cup of shredded coconut
• 1 teaspoon of ground cinnamon
• 2 well-ripened mashed bananas
• 2 tablespoons of cornstarch (cornstarch)
• 1 tablespoon of oil

PREPARACIÓN:
1. In a bowl add all the ingredients
    and stir well.
2. Pour into a greased baking dish. 
3. Bake at 180°C/350°F for 40 to
    45 minutes.

TOFU PUDDING

Cesia Alvarado Zemleduch is a 
pastor’s wife and loves cooking. She 

enjoys preparing videos and recipes to 
share on her social networks “Amor y 

sabor con Cesia”.
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For a while I was anxious about a health situation that afflicted me.  
One of my breasts was swollen; I had a history of mastitis during the 
two postpartum periods of my children and now, four years later, I 
was feeling strong discomfort that made me very anxious. I went to 
medical consultations, I also underwent examinations, and without 
hesitation I put this case in the hands of my God. I prayed, pouring out 
my soul and concern before His feet. There were moments of despair 
because I came to think of cancer and even death, but not knowing 
the road I had to travel, I submitted to each review taking to my 
mind the words of God: “Do not fear, I am with you ...” (Isaiah 41:10). 

There was an ultrasound that caught my attention and that of the 
doctors, since it indicated the necessity to take a biopsy to rule 
out malignancy. That day I cried, I felt helpless.  Fortunately my 
husband was by my side, encouraging me, praying with me and 
always telling me: “You are well, you are healthy in the name 
of Jesus, do you believe it?“. I didn’t understand anything, 
affliction was what flooded my mind. However, there was a 
moment when I felt peace, I remembered the text of that cry: 

“I believe, help my unbelief” (Mark 9:24) and I did not worry 
about it anymore. A few days after I had the ultrasound 

that indicated malignancy, a yellowish liquid began to 
come out of the nipple of the breast that was causing 

the discomfort, and I tried to remove it, doing my 
best to eliminate it. Over the next few days the 

pain subsided and subsequent tests over the 
next four months showed that I had NOTHING.  

Even at the check-up with the mastologist, 
I indicated that my God had not forsaken me.  
In the right breast I have a cyst that must 
be evaluated every year, because of its size 
it is benign. The left breast, the one with 
the discomfort, did not present symptoms 
again, which gives me the certainty that 
my God is faithful to me and that He solved 
my problem sooner than I expected.

How good is my Lord! Paul says, “Be 
anxious for nothing, but in everything by 
prayer and supplication let your requests 
be made known to God” (Phil. 4:6). Once 
again I see that God cares about my 

DO YOU BELIEVE IT?
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problems. I choose to give them to Him because He wants to carry 
them for me. When the days are cloudy and I don’t seem to have a 
reason to live, I find meaning in my existence thanks to His wonderful 
power, His promises that are faithful, and the motivation of His angels 
who undoubtedly accompany and protect me. Our Father always 
takes care to send us a message, a call, a person who encourages us 
amid crisis.

Let us look again at the case of the man who brought his son who 
was tormented by a mute spirit. The man pleaded with Jesus, 

“Have mercy on us and help us! And Jesus said to him, “If you can 
believe, all things are possible to him who believes. Immediately 

the young man’s father cried out, “Lord, I believe, help my 
unbelief!” (Mark 9:22-24).  Jesus then commanded the dumb 

spirit to go out of him and enter no more.  

If you check the context, you will find that moments before, 
Jesus had an encounter with Elijah and Moses tried that 
strengthened him. After that the disciples tried to help the 
man’s son, but in vain. Jesus then intervenes and has the 
encounter with this man; he takes time to engage him in a 
conversation, to understand the situation he and his a son 
were going through. He asks him how long the problem 
has been going on and the father says that it has been 
going on since childhood. He also adds that the spirit is 
trying to kill him by throwing him into water or fire.  On 
many occasions you may find yourself in similar problems, 
where the enemy has been tormenting you for a long time 

and even wants to take your life.  Sometimes you cry out 
in desperation and it seems that no one is listening, but 
without a doubt, someone hears you. It is your God, who 
has not turned away from you.

Today I feel very calm and joyful as I tell you about my 
experience. I still have to undergo further tests, but 
my heart is confident in God. He tells me that I will be 
victorious. Indeed, I do not know your situation, but 
today I encourage you not to doubt, for there is One 
who does. Give your burden to Jesus, He will carry it 
for you and give you victory in His name. Do you believe 
it?  To him who believes, all things are possible.

Karina Ximena Hernández Parra, Dentist, 
singer, entrepreneur.  Mother of 2 children of 7 and 4 

years old. We minister with my husband, Pr. Daniel 
Gutiérrez, in the Palestine District, East Central 

Association of the North Colombian Union.
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After those long minutes of sitting on the 
remains of the wall, alienated from their 
surroundings by their grief at the losses 
they had suffered, they began again to see 
and feel the pain of those around them. 
Nothing sharpens the senses as much as 
experience, just as nothing hinders them 
as much as self-pity and irritating conceit.
Experiencing a particular situation allows 
us to see, feel, and understand those who 
experience similar situations.  
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With her eyes, her feelings, and her thoughts cleared up a little by 
those tears she had shed, Hogla had to think of the future. With 
a deep sigh they sat up, still not knowing what they were going 
to do.  And without knowing how or when they had arrived, there 
beside them were Naara and Siftan, a young married couple who 
had moved to the capital a few years ago, and who had formed a 
beautiful friendship with Hogla, she being a newcomer herself.  
They were united by the fact that Naara and Siftan were also 
craftsmen who were dedicated to fine woodwork, creating 
pieces that many considered to be collector’s items.

Overjoyed to find their friend again, they insisted that she 
and Jezer, also an acquaintance and friend of theirs, should 
accompany them to their house on the other side of town, 
which had barely been affected by the earthquake. For Hogla, it 
was a chance to distance herself momentarily from her loss to 
rethink her situation. Jezer went along with their enthusiasm, 
and because he understood how much Hogla needed the 
change of environment.

Crossing the city together, the small group of friends learned 
of the magnitude and gravity of the situation.  In animated 

conversation with one another, they shared and learned 
of the devastation that was everywhere visible. The 

entire capital was affected in that sudden and abrupt 
awakening.  Some citizens had been more affected 

than others, but all, equally, were beginning 
to perceive with sobriety the magnitude of 

that phenomenon. Thus engrossed in the 
horrifying surrounding atmosphere, the 

distance seemed shorter, and in a short 
time, almost without realizing it, they 

arrived at Naara and Siftan’s house.

The modest dwelling was large 
and comfortable, but devoid of the 
many and showy trappings of the 
well-to-do, of those who thought 
themselves masters even of 
their fellow-citizens, seeking, 
with their material possessions, 
to intimidate into submission 
those who had less.  Naara and 
Siftan were generous-souled, 
honest, hard-working, of 
unimpeachable name in their 
community, true friends even 
to the servants.
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The servants, knowing how Naara and Siftan treated their guests, and having been specifically instructed 
in these matters, made Hogla feel as if she had arrived at her own home, to the home to the distant 
home of her childhood, where Hannah saw to the welfare and comfort of all. The smell, of freshly 
baked bread and succulent spices being prepared in that home, in that sacred place, the impeccable 
cleanliness and exquisite order of the house, the delicate attentions of her friends and the servants, 
all contributed to Gomer’s feeling of being at home. Everything helped to transport Gomer mentally 
to the time of her childhood. As the moments passed, her tormented soul was opening like a cocoon, 
like the peeling of the concentric layers of the onion.  It seemed to her that the long years of her silent 
private suffering, which she shared with no one, which she could share with no one, were falling away. 
That long-accumulated tension was beginning to give way to a new sense of well-being, to a strange 
happiness.

After a late breakfast that hosts and guests enjoyed, the conversation became more intimate. Hearts 
were opened and feelings were unraveled about the common denominator of the tragedy that the city 
of Samaria was experiencing. They talked freely and shared their opinions on the most diverse subjects, 
including the obligatory topic of religion, the possible interpretations of what had happened the night 
before, the possible repercussions in the field of business, or in the practice of religion throughout the 
country, and many other such topics.

Nearing the fourth hour, it was time for Jezer to withdraw from such pleasant company, for he had 
urgent business to attend to, already postponed by the cataclysm, but which could not be postponed 
any longer.  With his characteristic kindness he bade farewell to his hosts, and to Hogla, understanding 
that she had much more to discuss with Naara and Siftan, and would not be accompanying him back.

Once Jezer departed, Naara took the moment and the three of them, her friend, herself and her 
husband, went out into the inner courtyard of their house, where they could converse in the cool shade 
of the coppiced cypress, around whose trunk Siftan had made a comfortable patio table, with matching 
benches, of equal construction.  Going out into the courtyard, Naara ordered a large jar of tamarind 
juice and glasses to be brought to her.  Due to the situation in the city, the workshop would be closed 
for the day, so they would have time to share with Hogla without pressure or work commitments.

The exquisite inner courtyard was adorned with natural flowers, and a sunny section had been set aside 
for the cultivation of spices and medicinal herbs. Hogla, for a few seconds was entranced; she found 
herself almost on the verge of tears from the shock of memories of her mother and the garden that had 
once been the pride of her distant family. All triggered by the beautiful orchard Naara cultivated. Her 
hands clamped over her mouth and part of her face, and she had to squeeze her eyelids tightly shut 
to hold back the tears ready to flow. She sighed deeply, held her breath and began to take control of 

herself again.

That instant, however, had not gone unnoticed by Naara, great 
expert of the human condition. She did not wish to 

inquire at the moment, but she made 
a mental note to inquire of 

Hogla the 
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reason for those brief seconds of such profound significance.  The three of them sat down and resumed 
the conversation where it had been suspended with Jezer’s departure.

“You were telling me, Hogla,” Naara inquired, sitting down in the shade, and motioning Hogla to sit 
down beside her, “that you had worked for a time in Dan. Tell us, what was that experience like?”
“I don’t consider it to have been anything too spectacular. But the experience of setting up a craft 
workshop of any kind is always a vibrant one of expectation, because we don’t know how the public 
will react to all the details that have to be taken into account: the items on offer, their display, the 
prices, the many possible combinations of items and prices, dealing with customers, in short, there 
are so many variables that, as you well know, it’s a real adventure”.

That’s right, really,” Siftan confirmed, emphatically, as he sat down on the other side of Naara. - It’s 
a little different in our case, because we work on our products based on specific requests from our 
customers.  We already know what they want and how they want it.  But...” 

“Yes,” Naara interjected, taking advantage of her husband’s pause, “but in the beginning, when they 
don’t the quality of the work, you have to make samples of how the finished products are. Remember, 
dear, the table in cedar with inlaid ivory, which Mizraim, the one who lives near the temple square, 
bought?  I wanted to keep that table, but on that occasion, we had to sell it to secure a customer, 
who, by the way, has ordered several more pieces from us.”
“Yes. You always liked that table.  One day we’re going to make another one just like it.”
“Better one like it, prettier, smaller, that we can put it in.... -And Naara, pausing to look at Hogla, 
continued, “But listen to us argue amongst ourselves! We want to hear about your experience!  
Forgive us.  Go on.”
Hogla, listening to the brief exchange with great interest and attention, was slightly taken aback by 
the direct questioning but she reacted immediately and replied:
“Yes, I’m just listening to you!  No problem.  Don’t worry.  I’m fine.”
“We interrupted you.  I’m sorry.  Go ahead.  You were telling us about your experience in Dan,” Siftan 
interjected soberly.
“Actually, I’ve been selling crafts since before I set up my shop.  I learned to work with my hands 
from Mom.  She taught me how to knit, how to embroider, how to combine colors, how to work with 
pottery, and even how to carve.  She taught me everything I know can do..  
I learned everything from her.  She was a true artist in every sense of the word.  She taught me how 
to cultivate a beautiful garden, and how to take advantage of the healing properties of plants.  But 
there are some things that are hard to talk about...”

Gomer paused, contemplating the picture of her mother that opened before her memory.  Her eyes, 
fixed on an unseen point, staring into the past, were filling with tears at the remoteness of the vision. 

Two thick twin tears appeared on her cheeks and began to descend. As if by a spring, 
Gomer’s thin, long hands quickly unraveled that evidence, but in its place, another 

evidence betrayed the internal shock of Gomer’s memories: the undeniable blush 
on her pearly cheeks, which there was no way to hide.

“We don’t want to make you talk 
about things 
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that hurt you, Hogla. It’s just that we didn’t know...” -interjected Naara, tenderly taking a hand of her 
friend’s in her hands.
“It’s not your fault,” Hogla hastened to clarify, ‘It’s just that, well, when I think of my mother, whom 
I lost when I was still a child, I still get a strange sort of thrill. And as I walked into your yard a little 
while ago and saw the garden and the orchard, the memory of my mother came to me unexpectedly.  
As I began to tell you about my experience in Dan, what I had in mind was my mother, and how she 
prepared me for life in such an unconscious way, but so wisely and so completely, with so much love 
and so much care. You have no idea how much I miss my mother! ...”.
“I do think so,” Naara interjected. I also lost my mother when I was very young.  I am the last of a large 
family. When I was born, my mother was already old, and everyone marveled that I was born well and 
healthy. And the Lord allowed her to raise me, gave me the privilege of having my mother, until I was 
almost ten years old. I have nephews and nieces who are older than me!  And we get along as well 
as if we were siblings because we’re almost brothers; we grew up together, sharing all our childhood 
experiences.”
 “You have had a great blessing, Naara. YHWH, praise His Name, gave you older brothers, and sisters, 
and nephews your age, who helped you to mitigate the loss of your mother and to complete your 
education. I have older brothers too, but they are all boys.  However, my mother and I were best friends, 
and we spent the day together, doing chores around the house.  We would talk about everything, and 
my mother would teach me everything she knew. Sometimes I would go out to play with a neighbor 
girl, but I would soon return to my mother’s side. I loved being with her all the time. As I say, she was 
my best friend.”

Again remembering mother and her childhood experiences, Gomer’s voice broke, and she had to stop.  
She leaned her face on her chest, closed her eyes, bit her lower lip, a deep sigh came over her that 
shook her whole body, and little by little she pulled herself together again.
Naara and Siftan exchanged knowing glances of intelligence, and with respect and empathy they were 
silent.  Hogla, grateful for the sympathetic attitude, resumed her interrupted story.

“One day, when I was just over eleven years old, I suffered a serious accident. My mother, Hanna, and 
my grandmother, Ofel-Emeck, helped me to recover in the quickest and least painful way.  But my 
father could never understand the changes that occurred in my life as a result of that situation, and 
he continually demanded from me answers and behavior that were alien and contrary to my new 
condition.
“Soon after, my mother was called away to rest, and I felt helpless.  Misunderstandings with my 
father continued to worsen my situation, until I decided to leave the shelter of home.
“On my second attempt, when I was about sixteen years old, I set up my workshop in Dan.  I worked 
there for about three years, until I was obliged to leave because of circumstances of a social nature.  
I tried to establish myself near the Sea of Cinereth, because of the renown of its clay, and the pottery 
derived from it, but it was not productive, and I decided to establish my workshop here in Samaria, 
where I have worked for the last three years with good results. And now, this. I think I am one of the 
hardest hit in the capital in this cataclysm, because I have lost everything, absolutely everything.”
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At this point, at the conclusion of her story, Hogla felt as if her heart was going to burst.  She felt as if she 
was plunging into total darkness without the slightest glimmer of light. Her interlocutors were stunned 
with astonishment as they learned intimate details of their friend’s life which they had not known until 
this moment. Their situation was also somewhat embarrassing, because in a sense, they had “talked 
behind her back.” Now, though glad to be able to help, they did not know where to start so that Hogla 
could get her shop up and running again, and earn a living. It was made somewhat more difficult by the 
fact that she was a woman, and she was alone, alienated from her father and her close kin. In addition, 
there were some gaps in her life story that they had not filled in, and that began to disturb them. This 
was part of their initial unease about the fate of their friend, and a number of questions were buzzing 
around in their heads, the answers to which they could not yet fathom. They decided, however, to do 
what they could to help Hogla.

Knowing the details of her present condition, they offered her shelter in their own home, thus providing 
for one of her basic needs. Gomer, not knowing how she was going to permanently resolve that situation, 
promised Naara and Siftan that her stay would be brief, as brief as possible; that she would not burden 
them for long, but they insisted that she should not worry about anything, that they would gladly help 
her, without expecting any reward. That’s what friends are for! Wouldn’t she do the same if the situation 
had been the other way around!  Faced with this claim, she calmed down, seeing reality from this new 
angle.

David Vélez Sepúlveda; specialized in 
Hispanic American Literature and a teacher 

by vocation.
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I don’t know if this has ever happened to you. You’re introduced to 
a person and the moment they say their name, all you can think 
is, “Oh, poor thing, their parents weren’t fond of them.” There are 
many such moments in the Bible, and I came across a terrible 
one, worthy of winning the Oscar for worst name ever.

I want to invite you to witness that unfortunate moment, 
so we board the time machine. Before we take off, a 

couple of instructions... *Insert operator voice* 
[Please fasten your seat belts, the ride may 

be a little turbulent, don’t panic, take the 
opportunity to get right with God. Today 
we move to the time presented in 1 
Samuel 4. We take off in 3, 2, 1... (Insert 
time machine sound) Welcome to Camp 
Israel! We do not know the local time, 
take due precautions as we arrive in 
time of war with the Philistines. It is 
our pleasure to serve you and we look 
forward to your next trip].

The people of Israel had just lost 
2-0 to the Philistines. A messenger 
managed to escape and arrived with 
the news that among those killed in 
battle were Hophni and Phinehas, 
Eli’s sons. In addition, the Philistines 
had stolen the ark of God. 

Upon receiving the news, a series 
of unfortunate events unfolded. Eli 
died when he fell off his chair, and 
Phinehas’ wife, who was pregnant, 
was so shocked by the bad news 
that she began to give birth on the 
spot. And she wanted to close with 
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a flourish (hold on, this is strong), because she decided to name her son... 
Ichabod, which meant, “without glory”. You don’t believe me?  Let’s read 1 
Samuel 4:21, “But she called the name of the child Ichabod, for she said, 
‘The glory of Israel is dishonored, for the ark has been captured, and her 
father-in-law and her husband are dead.

We don’t know what happened to Ichabod after his birth. The Bible 
records his name again in chapter 14 of the same book, and nothing 
else. What happened to him? Did he believe the meaning of his name? 
The story of this child ends in those verses, but yours is not over yet, 

so give me a couple more lines. 

Your name may not be Ichabod, but you may feel that you are 
without the glory of God. You may even be among God’s people, 

but the word is scarce in your life. How do you pretend to have 
a different story than the child, if you don’t act differently? Do 
you really think you can win the battles against the enemy 
without the presence of God?

I don’t know what has happened in your life lately, I have 
no idea what turned you away from God. Maybe it was 
comfort, habit, or you really believed the name the world 
gave you, “no glory”. 

No matter what state you are in, don’t wait any longer, 
God wants you to go from Ichabod to being in His 

presence today. 

Cathy Turcios, is a member of the group 
Frooct, a musical project dedicated to help people, 

Honduras Union
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On one occasion, a crowd of observers came to see the 
results of a traffic accident. As a policeman arrived, he 
questioned one person: 
- “Are you a witness?” 
- No-, replied the person questioned: -I am a Baptist!”. 
J.C.P. Campeche, México.
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OUR NEWS
EL SALVADOR UNION
READING PROJECT FOR PASTORS’ CHILDREN

As El Salvador Union we thank God for finishing the Reading Project, 
where we had a wonderful experience reading together.

In 2021 we proposed that each Pastor’s son read a book from which 
they would be tested.

The books that were tested were: 
- All is Not Lost. Author Pr. Arnaldo Cruz, read by 14-21 year olds.
-  Never Surrender! Author Roger Condori, read by 10-13 year olds.
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EL SALVADOR UNION
The test was done in each camp and the results were 
extraordinary. The most important thing is that the shepherds’ 
children acquired the habit of reading.

At the end of the event, 24 participants were awarded prizes and 
were motivated to continue reading books for personal growth.

We are happy to see how the young people learned many life 
lessons through this reading program. We hope to continue this 
activity every year.

Betty de Pacheco, SIEMA Director of El Salvador Union.
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